
Sponsor Meeting Minutes 6 
 
Date & Time: 28 September 2018, 4:00 PM - 6:00 PM 
Venue: SMU SIS GSR 2.1 
Attendees: Aloysius, Anthony, Ozzy, Samantha, Yi Fang, Jun Ji 
 

S/N Item Actions 

1 Things to review 
1. Clarify with Jun Ji number of admins in each country, and whether 

admin is office worker 
2. How do LightHouse currently store passwords for user accounts 
3. How do vessels and barges have a certain maximum number of 

tanks? do those tanks have specific names? 
 

 
 
 
 

2 Review of High Fi 
 
Anthony spearheaded the review of the Hi-Fi Process with Jun Ji 
 

1. Went through first page with the toggle option to hide the 
navigation bar.  
 

2. Went through sort option and notifications page 
(Jun Ji asked if the notifications will disappear after being read? 
No, read messages would be shifted down. Unread messages are 
placed at the top) 
Need to add in an icon that shows the unread numbers at 
notification 

 
3. Jun Ji prefers that when the user clicks on the message, it should 

be a pop up 
 

4. Went through the navigation page 
 

5. Jun Ji gave the format for the reference number  
I.e. WSM50002018 (Acronym of company, Job #, Year) 
 

6. Jun Ji request for the status to be colour-coded for easy 
identification 
Survey Completed and Completed - Different shade of green  
Colours to be proposed by Yi Fang and Anthony 
To have back and edit button for Job page  
 

7. Separate date and time picker, clients need to be multiselect. 
 

Jun Ji 
Anthony  
Yi Fang 



8. Client should be pre-selected from list/database 
Information includes email, handphone number 
 
Chief Engineer will be filled in by the surveyor, not by admin (Take 
out from form) 
License number is surveyor license number (Don’t need to be 
shown but needs to be key into their own report) 

 
9. Add a option for a third grade, Grade 1 should be a dropdown 

Jun Ji will email us the list of grade 
System quantity should be stem quantity 
Take out cargo officer and SB Lic No 1 
Make Supplier input like a dropdown, similar to the Client Input’s 
Select supplier, select grade and quantity only 
Jun Ji need to check if there is a field needed for agent. (As of 
now it is a contact number for the person to call and liaise with) 
 

10. CSBC Taiwan -> Calculation table (Every ship is different, when 
they measure the fuel in their tank, the ship may have different 
trims/how much they tilt. All these information will be filled up by 
the surveyor.) Tables on the right will be filled by the surveyor 
 

11. Bunkering -> Refilling. For the barges, every ship has a name. 
The barge will be tagged along to the supplier, but the supplier 
can have many barges. Each tank can carry different grades as 
per job.(Never fixed) Don’t have to group all the information 
together and Barge name can change quite frequently. 

 
12. Reviewing of supplier forms -> Upload function to upload all the 

scanned copies. Jun Ji asked if admins can see any of the 
information of the form that the surveyor uploads? 
 

13. Remove the box for fields for information flowing from surveyor to 
admin. 
 

14. Units are either in metric tonnes or cubic metres. (One measures 
as a volume, one measures as weight.) Most times it is in metric 
tonnes). JJ will get back to us whether there will be any changes 
in calculations due to the differences in units of measurements.  

 
15. Jun Ji asked if when user press save, does he need to press 

Submit? (No, can ignore for now. We have not edited it to show 
only on the last page.)  
 

16. Change “Vessel Type” naming to different grades. I.e. “Grade 1, 
Grade 2” Jun Ji mention it is OK to create another form as having 
a new reference number isn’t an issue. JJ mentioned that usually 



each job will only have maximum of 3 oil types. Use Bunker 
Tanker field to identify, sort by tanker name. 
 

17. Jun Ji mentioned about letting the event log be auto-populated.  
However, users can manually adjust the values. Use a button to 
be able to select “current datetime i.e. now”. Use datep 
icker to ensure format is consistent. For Vessel information, 
change Vessel Type to Grade and sort by Grade. 
 

18. Under timelog, for fields 1-6, 22, 23,  it will all be the same. Ozzy 
suggested that we populate one form, it should populate the rest. 
 

19. JJ will check that Seals Checklist MFM will have 1 copy each 
barge JJ  will also check if one barge can deliver 2 times of grade 
at 1 time to one vessel in a single job. 
 

20. Users should have the option to add in more seal checklist fields 
when necessary. Users should not be limited. Request for table 
borders to separate the columns. Samantha suggested changing 
the yes/no checkbox to a radio button instead. 
 

21. Anthony and Yifang asked which are the mandatory tabs to be 
included in the surveyor forms (Else there are 32).  
 

22. Jun Ji ask if uploads multiple images (Yes), but can the sequence 
be adjusted (KIV). For the upload photo, put a x to allow user to 
remove photo. Do a validation check to ensure that a graphical 
file is being uploaded. “JPEG, PNG 
 

23. Ozzy ask - Admin are officer ppl, superadmin are bosses or IT  
people. JJ clarified that the HQ is in Singapore, everything returns 
back to the CEO in Singapore, then he will relay any information to 
the people in other countries.  
I.e. In Singapore, superadmin is Ron. JJ is the admin. 
 

24. JJ wants the admin to be able to create user account for the real 
users and reduce the spam accounts. Password to be decided by 
admin. Admin create accounts for clients and users. 
 

25. On sign up page, remove “create account” and “forgot password”. 
  

26. OK with signature being re-used for surveyor. Sign once and then 
allow the person to reuse his signature 
 

27. For offline sync, always store a copy at the local drive regardless 
of whether there is connection. Check on browser compatibility for 
offline sync. 



 
28. JJ asked for a toggle to allow clients to select if they want to 

receive an email alert for their jobs. JJ to send us a screenshot of 
the current automatically generated email to client.  
 

 Setting up of next meeting time and Agenda 
 
EngTeck will confirm the date.  
Agenda for next meeting: Personal Email to client 

Team 

 
 
Done by: Aloysius  
Vetted by: Eng Teck 


